Mingzat Type Sample

Basic Latin:

! " # $ % & ' ( ) * + , - . / 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : ; < = > ?
@ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z [ \ ]
^ _ ` a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z \{ \} ~

Latin-1 Supplement:

¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦ § ¨ © ª « ¬ ® ¯ ° ± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ · ¸ ¹ º » ¼ ½ ¾ ¿ À Á
Â Ã Ä Å Æ Ç È É Ê Ë Ì Í Î Ï Ð Ñ Ò Ó Ô Õ Ö × Ø Ù Ú Û Ü Ý Þ
ß à á â ã ä å æ ç è é ê ë ì í î ï ð ñ ò ó ô õ ö ÷ ø ù ú û ü ý þ ÿ

Latin Extended-A:

ı Ğ ¥ | § © a « ¬ ® ¯ ° ± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ · ¸ ¹ º » ¼ ½ ¾ ¿ À Á
Â Â Ä Ä Å Æ Ç È É È Ê Ë Ì Í Î Ï Ð Ñ Ò Ó Ô Õ Ö × Ø Ù Ú Û Ü Ý Þ
ß à á â ã ä å æ ç è é ê ë ì í î ï ð ñ ò ó ô õ ö ÷ ø ù ú û ü ý þ ÿ

Latin Extended-B:

f

Spacing Modifier Letters:

^ " „ " " " " " " ~

Combining Diacritical Marks:

CGJ

Greek and Coptic:

π

Lepcha

Consonants

£ orgetown 1234567890çéêëîïôöøöøòøùûüýžŽž
Subjoined consonants

Dependent vowels

Consonant signs

Various signs

Punctuation

Digits

Additional letters

General Punctuation:

Currency Symbols Letterlike Symbols & Geometric Shapes

Alphabetic Presentation Forms

Variation Selectors

VS-1 – VS-16
Arabic Presentation Forms-B

Specials

OBJ ♡

Rendering

Subjoined consonants (conjuncts)

Dependent vowels

1c26 (right)

1c27 (left)
1c2c (below)

Consonant signs
1C2D K (above)

1C2E M (above)

1C2F L (above)
Dependent vowels + Consonant signs
1C26 (right) 1C2d (above)

Various signs
1C35 (left)

1C37 Ran (above)
1c2b (right) 1c2d (above)

1c2c (below) 1c2d (above)

1c26 (right) 1c2e (above)

1c27 (left) 1c2e (above)
1c26 (right) 1c32 (above)

1c27 (left) 1c32 (above)

1c28 (left) 1c32 (above)

1c29 (left) 1c32 (above)
Does not occur.
1C26/1C35 (right/left)

1c27/1c35 (left/lef)

1c28/1c35 (left/lef)

1c29/1c35 (left/lef)
Dependent vowels + Ran
1c26 (right) 1c36 (above)

1c27 (left) 1c36 (above)

1c28 (left) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.

1c29 (left) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.

1c2a (right) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.

1c2b (right) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.
1c2c (below) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

Consonant signs + Ran
1C2D K (above) 1c36 (above)

1C2E M (above) 1c36 (above)

1C2F L (above) 1c36 (above)

1C30 N (above) 1c36 (above)
Dependent vowels + Consonant signs + Ran

1c26 (right) 1c2d (above) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.

1c27 (left) 1c2d (above) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.

1c28 (left) 1c2d (above) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.

1c29 (left) 1c2d (above) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.

1c2a (right) 1c2d (above) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.

1c2b (right) 1c2d (above) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.
1c2c (below) 1c2d (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c26 (right) 1c2e (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c27 (left) 1c2e (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c28 (left) 1c2e (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c29 (left) 1c2e (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c2a (right) 1c2e (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c2b (right) 1c2e (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c2c (below) 1c2e (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.
1c26 (right) 1c2f (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c27 (left) 1c2f (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c28 (left) 1c2f (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c29 (left) 1c2f (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c2a (right) 1c2f (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c2b (right) 1c2f (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c2c (below) 1c2f (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.
1c26 (right) 1c30 (above) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.

1c27 (left) 1c30 (above) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.

1c28 (left) 1c30 (above) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.

1c29 (left) 1c30 (above) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.

1c2a (right) 1c30 (above) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.

1c2b (right) 1c30 (above) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.

1c2c (below) 1c30 (above) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.
1c26 (right) 1c31 (above) 1c36 (above)
Does not occur.

1c27 (left) 1c31 (above) 1c36 (above)

1c28 (left) 1c31 (above) 1c36 (above)

1c29 (left) 1c31 (above) 1c36 (above)

1c2a (right) 1c31 (above) 1c36 (above)

1c2b (right) 1c31 (above) 1c36 (above)

1c2c (below) 1c31 (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.
1c26 (right) 1c32 (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c27 (left) 1c32 (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c28 (left) 1c32 (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c29 (left) 1c32 (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c2a (right) 1c32 (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c2b (right) 1c32 (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c2c (below) 1c32 (above) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.
1c26 (right) 1c33 (above) 1c36 (above)  
Does not occur.

1c27 (left) 1c33 (above) 1c36 (above)  
Does not occur.

1c28 (left) 1c33 (above) 1c36 (above)  
Does not occur.

1c29 (left) 1c33 (above) 1c36 (above)  
Does not occur.

1c2a (right) 1c33 (above) 1c36 (above)  
Does not occur.

1c2b (right) 1c33 (above) 1c36 (above)  
Does not occur.

1c2c (below) 1c33 (above) 1c36 (above)  
Does not occur.

1C34 Nyin-do (left) with dependent vowel 1c36 (above)  
Does not occur.
1c26/1c35 (right/left) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c27/1c35 (left/left) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c28/1c35 (left/left) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c29/1c35 (left/left) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c2a/1c35 (right/left) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c2b/1c35 (right/left) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.

1c2c/1c35 (below/left) 1c36 (above)

Does not occur.
TWO LEPCHA GIRLS

Two Lepcha girls, Lj and Ljē, gave a glimpse of their daily life at a time when little was known about their culture. They lived in a village surrounded by dense forests and mountains. Their family, like many others in their community, was self-sufficient, growing their own food and making their own clothes. Lj and Ljē were responsible for caring for their younger siblings and helping with household chores. They spent their days tending to their animals, fishing in the nearby streams, and learning the traditional skills passed down through generations.

One day, while foraging in the woods, Lj and Ljē stumbled upon a small clearing where a group of hunting men were gathered. They were impressed by the skill and strength of the men, who were equipped with bows and arrows, spears, and nets. The girls watched as the men set traps and snares, and observed the rituals they performed before beginning their hunt.

Impressed by the men's knowledge and respect for nature, Lj and Ljē decided to learn from them. They started by learning how to identify different plants and animals, and how to use them for food and medicine. Under the guidance of the hunting men, they began to practice hunting, first with the help of the men, and then on their own.

As they grew more skilled, Lj and Ljē began to accompany the hunting parties, and eventually took part in the hunts themselves. They became proficient hunters, respected by their community for their bravery and expertise.

Despite their success, Lj and Ljē remained humble and grateful for the opportunities they had been given. They continued to learn from the men, and their skills and knowledge only grew stronger with each passing day. The girls' dedication to their family and community earned them the respect and admiration of all who knew them.